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Release Notes: 

 Description 
 

1.   New feature: music/intercom audio overlay:  

Music and intercom can run concurrently without profile switching so you can hear both music and intercom 

at the same time. The MMI for music and intercom remain unchanged. 

Volume control: 

When both music and intercom are active, the volume control takes effect on the music only. To change the 

intercom volume, stop the music first, adjust the intercom volume, then restart the music. 

 

2.   New MMI: routing GPS/phone call to intercom:  

- Tap 'pwr' button 3 times will toggle the routing of audio to intercom 

-You can achieve the following with the new MMI: 

 a) route GPSM audio to intercom 

 b) join a phone call to intercom (teleconferencing) 

 

To route GPS audio to intercom, tap the 'pwr' button 3 times when the nav voice is still streaming during 

intercom. You will hear a 'double beep’ sound to indicate that the GPS audio will be routed to the intercom. 

Tap 'pwr' button 3 times again (when the nav voice is streaming) you will hear a ‘long beep’ to indicate that 

audio routing is disabled. The setting will be stored in the memory for this particular GPS device only; if you 

change to another GPS, a new set of settings will apply (default is off). 

 

To route a phone call to intercom, tap the 'pwr' button 3 times during phone call and intercom, you will near a 

'double beep’ to indicate that the phone call will join the intercom.  Tap the 'pwr' button 3 times you will hear 

a ‘long beep’ sound to indicate that the phone call will 'un-join' from the intercom. The setting will be stored 

in the memory for this particular phone only, if you switch to another phone a new set of settings will apply 

(default is off). 

 

Note: GPS here refers GPS devices built for motorcycles such as GARMIN, TOMTOM GPSs. It will not 

work for GPS from mobile phone app, eg Google Maps. 

 

3.   Fixed iPhone volume not syncing to the device properly  

 

4.   Fixed TomTom GPS volume very loud and could not be adjusted  

 

5.   Fixed ‘breaking sound’ speaker distortion when volume is at max 

 

6.   Music share pairing info will now be stored in memory 

 

7.   Music will not re-start from beginning of the song after it’s stopped or paused.  

It will continue from where it stopped the last time. 

8.   Improved noise suppression. 

 

9.   ‘Route GPS to Intercom’ option in ClearLink config is no longer valid- replaced by new routing option. 

 

 


